
Our Best, Supporting Yours
Flexible Services and Support

Discovery can be a complicated endeavor with 

elaborate processes, dynamic workflows and data that 

can quickly grow to an overwhelming size. To effectively 

meet today’s discovery demands, knowledgeable 

support from a seasoned team is essential. 

DISCO understands these challenges and has assembled 

a first-class services and support team that is single-

mindedly focused on customer success. Our goal is 

to help you win.

Individualized Attention to Your 
Discovery Needs

At DISCO, we recognize that when it comes to 
discovery solutions, one size does not fit all. 
Every customer has a particular set of goals 
for their case, a specific process to follow, 
unique data sets with different file types, and 
varied resources available within and out-
side the firm. Time and budget constraints 
can have negative impacts on case strategy 
without access to the right resources.

In response to these challenges, we are 
committed to quickly getting you the right 
information, training, and services in a way 
that suits your unique needs as lawyers 
and litigation support professionals on each 
case. From data ingest and initial review to 
production and exhibits for trial, you get the 
guidance you need through direct phone, 
email, and in-person assistance and media 
on demand.



DISCO combines world-class engineering with a deep love 
and respect for the law to deliver the best legal technology. 
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As the leading provider of software as a service solutions developed by lawyers for 

lawyers, DISCO is reinventing legal technology to automate and simplify complex and error-

prone tasks that distract from practicing law. DISCO has been embraced by more than 400 

law firms, including 50 of the AmLaw 200, as their first choice for innovative technologies 

that help great lawyers and their teams secure justice and win cases.

Project-based pricing
Managed review Foreign-language review 

 Collections Discovery dispute consultation

 Translation Expert testimony  consulation

Billed by the hour
Training Resolution of ingest exceptions

Best practices consultation Load file issues & resolution

 Enrichment of data through overlays Running  productions

Data migration & configuration  Managing reviews

Standard Support

We help get every matter up and ready for 
review and provide guidance through a 
variety of resources to meet different users’ 
needs. We remain on hand throughout the 
life of the matter to answer questions as you 
work against those tight deadlines.

Data Services

Our data services team is here to help you 
with the setup of your case and ensure your 
data is correctly configured and loaded into 
DISCO. The team can also assist in production 
management and data archiving as well as 
provide analysis and advice on data collec-
tion and incoming productions.

Project Management

Our project management team is made up of 
expert consultants from leading ediscovery 
services companies and former practicing 
attorneys. The team is designed to provide 
you top-tier project management and best 
practices to help set up, manage, prioritize, 
and complete your review in record time.

Extended Services

DISCO works in-house and with a network of 
service providers to assist customers with 
forensic collections, coding, unitization, and 
managed review.

Always included
 Creating and deleting matters  Moving data between active & vault

Loading native format data  Creating matter archives 

Loading incoming productions Supported file format advice

Always included
24 × 7 × 365 email support Online help center

Live phone support Live chat support

Ongoing tips & tricks Knowledge bank

Deep dive webinars Video tutorials


